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a) That the concept of a national new communities strategy for the

United States is unworkable (or unnecessary);

b) That the statute is deficient in providing the mechanisms and

powers required to carry out such a strategy;

c) That the statute is sufficient, but that an Administration hostile

to the program refused to request funds to implement any of the forms of

assistance authorized under the Act except for the loan guarantees and

supplementary grants (later withdrawn with enactment of the Community

Development Act of 1974);

d) That the administration of the program by the Federal Executive

has been inadequate, fickle, adversarial, and insufficiently competent to

carry out the program efficiently;

e) That the developers using the program have been under-capitalized

and naive in their financial projections and planning; and

f) That the national economic recession seriously undermined real

estate and housing markets, including those of new community developers,

creating inevitable cash flow and sales problems.

These assertions are examined in this report.





3. Status of Program Measured Against Statutory Objectives Positive Findings

The present status of the program should also be guaged by measuring

it against the objectives in the Act. These are the positive findings:
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a) Preserving and enhancing the local environment

Nearly all extant evaluations of Title VII and other new

communities projects in the United States concur in finding that planned,

pre-serviced, large scale projects offer superior means for conserving

the quality of the local physical environment in comparison to the more

usual incremental tract development characteristic of most urban expansion

in the U. S.

b) Increasing the range of housing choices for Americans of all
incomes and races

Although non-federally sponsored new communities, with

one or two exceptions, show no appreciable proportion of low and moderate

income housing over the average provided through other forms of housing

development, the Title VII-assisted new communities are achieving

impressive gains on this score (although the absolute number of units

constructed and occupied is very low because of the newness of the program).

Over one-fourth of all housing built and occupied in Title Vu-assisted new

communities is for low and moderate income families compared to only

3 percent for non-federally assisted projects. And this proportion is

maintained in the development plans for the projects.

This advancement has been adversely affected by the slow

downs in low and moderate income housing assistance provided by the

Federal government during the last several years.
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c)	 Encouraging innovation and advances in housing technology,
social services and community development

Despite some conflicting assertions in several evaluations

of the program, the evidence clearly indicates a significant amount of

innovation in housing design, housing finance, waste disposal, communi-

cations, a-id transportation in the Title Vu-assisted communities.

Over-all most evaluations concur that new communities

provide better access to recreation, health care, access to municipal

buildings, to tower and middle schools, and to regional shopping centers.

d)	 Contributing to the welfare of the area in which the new
community is located

Again, despite some conflicting assertims, it does appear

on the basis of evidence available that those new communities far enough

advanced in their development to have had a measurable impact on their

local areas have yielded positive fiscal, social, and environmental benefits

for the local areas. In terms of revenues generated, they more than carry

their own weight after the first few years of development.





4. Status of Program Measured Against Statutory Objectives-Negative Findings

As for negative findings concerning the performance of the program

when compared to objectives in the Act:
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a)	 Encouraging full utilization of the economic potential of
older cities smaller towns and rural communitites

Fourteen out of 17 new communities approved for Title VII

assistance are "rationalized suburbs" -- sattelite communities on the

periphery of expanding metropolitan areas.

Only two new towns-in town and one free standing community

in a rural area are included in the list currently approved for assistance,

b)	 Assisting in the production of a steady supply of building sites

The ability of the program to achieve this objective in any

significant degree is exceedingly limited. When completed in about 20

years, the 17 new communities approved for assistance are projected to

be able to house approximately 1,000, 000 persons in 308, 000 dwelling

units -- only a minor fraction of the new population and the new housing

requirements of the country over that same 20 years.

c)	 Providingneigoods with better access to employment

Most of the satellite communities, during their early stages

of development, appear to be serving as "bedroom communities" within

the metropolitan area in which they are located. It is an open question

whether the economic base will evolve behind rather than Lead the con-

struction of housing. In any event, it is not clear that the relative "self-

containment' frequently envisioned for new communities as an alternative

to large scale intra-metropolitan journeys to work will actually eventuate.
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d) Innovation in social and economic problem-solving; Comprehensive
treatment of the problems of poverty and unemployment

It is not realistic to expect that the construction of new

communities alone can make significant contributions to resolving the

nation's economic and social ills anymore than the public housing programs

of the past were able to solve these same problems.

People do not change because or improvements in the physical

environment alone and new communities are not notably different from other

American communities in the human problems they contain.

e) Increasing the capacity of large and small developers to engage
in new community development and to use new technoLogy in the
provision of housing

In some respects, the program can be credited with success in

attracting smaller developers into new community development. Ironically,

it has been criticized for this achievement.

Corporations with alternative access to sources of capital have

purposely not turned to Title VII for assistance because of what they term

"government red tapett, "fickleness", and the added" social overburden'

which recipients of Federal assistance under Title VII are expected to

build into their projects. In addition, new community development is not

a competitive form of investment because of its protracted "front end"

costs before profitable yields on capital begin flowing back to the investor.
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As a consequence, smaller developers -- many with

aspirations deemed naive in terms of the marketplace -- have been the

math applicants for Title VII assistmce. For these developers, the loan

guarantees and other forms of assistance contained in the Act can make

a difference. However, the commitments in the Act have not been lived

up to in the administration of the program. Most forms of assistance

have not been provided, yet developers have been expected to live up to

their part of the bargain.

As a result the "new community development industry'

stimulated by the legislation is now in danger of being snuffed out even

as it is being born.

1) Be economically feasible

Over the long-term, there is no reason to doubt the economic

feasibility of all but one or two Title VII new communities projects. In

the short term, however, the majority confront major financial problems.

As a general rule, decisions by most real estate developers

to embark on a project are made in the context of economic conditions

that prevail at the time of the decision and as they are projected over the

subsequent 5 to 7 years. Normally, a developer does not embark on a

project at a time when money markets and consumer demand are unfavorable.

And the time horizons for most developers are such that recession-free

projections provide a feasible base on which to predicate a financial plan.
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Such optimism is dangerous, however, in connection with

projects having the long time horizons of a new community development. In

the 12-20 year periods of development of a new community, we can expect

re-financing to be essential in the face of changing conditions, lie-financing

is normal even in the regular real estate development market. Clearly,

in the face of the present situation, re-financing will be imperative for

most Title VII projects.

While this is a usual procedure in the private sector, it is

not an accustomed procedure in the Federal government. If the Federal

government is to engage in" mixed' public-private ventures of this type,

however, it will have to become accustomed to such procedures.

Unquestionably, the financial projections of a number of

Title VII developers were naive and more rigorous management must be

required. Steps have already been taken to accomplish this.

On the other hand, the Federal government as a partner,

must behave more constantly in meeting its obligations to those who risk

large amounts of capital to carry out these projects.

In public-private programs of this scope, the job should

be done well or not at all. The costs are too high for failure,

g) Provide an alternative to disorderly urban growth

Within their own boundaries, the new communities do offer

the opportunity for substantial advances in the utilization of land, the
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provision of housing and services, and the protection of the environment,

but their utility in significantly impacting patterns of incremental urban

"spread' development under present conditions is slight.

- First because few local jurisdictions or states have

established the necessary land use regulations and development controls

for areas surrounding the projects for them to become free-standing

nuclei within the metropolitan area. The prospect is that each will be a

well-planned enclave surrounded by more traditional incremental tract

development.

- Secondly, because there are provisions in only a very

few states and metropolitan areas of the country to carry out a concerted,

coordinated development policy. Today's American new community.




/
therefore, is not an element in a publicly approved development strategy

or plan. It is simply an isolated development initiated by a developer in

an area where he can manage to assemble land. Without a larger regional

policy framework to provide a context for the new community as a device

to re-shape the patterns of urban growth, therefore, the new community's

impact on over-all development can only be incidental.

- Thirdly, often Federal grants-in-aid and housing programs

continue to operate outside any common urban strategy framework and

thus contravene whatever impacts new communities might have on patterns

of urban development.
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- Fourth, the program is inadequate in scope or effect at

the present time to significantly alter, except by example, national patterns

of urban growth.

h)	 So improve development patterns that they will help reverse

migration from existing cities or rural areas.

The projects, with three possible exceptions, will not and

can not achieve this objective.
Most of the projects are located on the periphery of expanding

metropolitan areas. The majority are located in the growth regions of the

country.

The rural to urban migrations of the past six decades have

nearly run their course in any case. In the light of this fact, the construc-

tion of new communities to reverse such migration flows would have proven

to be another case of" locking the barn door after the horse has been stolen'

However, re-defined new towns-in town and free-standing

new communities or growth centers in rural areas may have a significant

role to play in the future development patterns of the country. This will

be treated in the next session of this report.

i)	 Improve the organizational capacity of local, state, and Federal
governments to_carry_out_programs_rot, the development of new
communities and revitalization of the nation's urban areas.

It can not be said that encouraging progress has been

achieved at the local, state, or Federal levels in accomplishing this
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objective. Some fundamental characteristics of our political and economic

system forestall easy attainment of these ends.

Several new community developers have had the same

frustration and delays at the local level as at the Federal level. The

"fickleness" or inability of local governments to behave with any degree

of constancy and long-term commitment raises important questions about

the viability of a program of this kind under, our system. The inability of

one group of elected officials to bind their successors is but one issue

complicating attainment of the Act's objectives.

A number of states have enacted legislation intended to facilitate

new community development and new initiatives are currently being examined

by individual states and the National Governors Conference itself. Pennsyl-

vania law permits local governments to enter into a binding contract and

Tennessee has established new town jurisdiction.

But the serious financial troubles of New York's pioneering Urban

Development Corporation are apt to retard such state initiatives even

though these difficulties are related more to financial management than to

the substantive merits of the New York program.

These frustrations are peculiarly American. Even Canada,

with its federal system of government, has had better experience in accom-

plishing large scale, pre-serviced development because local governments

are more accustomed to cooperate in achieving such objectives.
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Despite some early pronouncements in favor of a balanced national

development policy and new communities, the Federal Administration has

opposed the formulation of a national urban policy and has remained hostile

to successful implementation of the New Communities Program itself.

This opposition is based on the principle, slated in the President's

1972 Report on National Growth, that the Federal government should not

attempt to dictate where people should live.

There has been little advancement in the organizational ability of

the Federal government in the field of urban policy since the Urban Growth

and New Community Development Act of 1970 was passed.

The major new initiative in urban policy has been the Community

Development Act of 1974 which offers the prospect of simplifying cumbersome

Federal grant-in-aid programs through block grants and by putting more

of the responsibility at the state and local levels. But it leaves unanswered

many problems of Federal policy and it may further aggravate the financial

difficulties of the New Communities Program itself.

Recipients of funds under that Act are state and local governments.

There are no set asides for new communities. Thus the new community

projects are in competition, in each area where they are located, with the

financial needs of already established communities. Since the established

communities are populated with voters and the new community is not, or is

only beginning to be, it is clear where political pressures will lie with

respect to the distribution of these funds.
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A Federal set aside of funds, under the terms of the Urban Growth

and New Community Development Act would have been a possibility, but

no funds have been requested for any of the forms of assistance outlined

under the Act other than the loan guarantees.

No attempt has been made to harmonize the various housing and

urban development programs so as to minimize the waste resulting from

conflicting objectives and administration.

As one local official observed:

"We have no policy, just legislation.
We have no plan, just negotiation."

The remainder of this report deals with findings in connection with

the present status of the program and with a range of alternatives worthy

of consideration.
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III.

FINDINGS
REGARDING THE PLACE OF A NEW COMMUNITIES STRATEGY

IN A NATIONAL URBAN GROWTH POLICY

1.	 There is a necessary role for pre-serviced packaged [and development

with or without a balanced national urban growth policy for the U.S

Several urban specialists have pointed out that the urban and rural

regions of the United States have evolved into a highly interdependent

system of linked labor, production, and housing markets. Major Federal

actions can not be taken with respect to one element of this interdependent

system without affecting the remainder.

Regional housing markets act as an informally integrated system,

for example, operating on the principle of "trickle down".

The rate of new housing construction affects the rate at which low

and moderate income families in a metropolitan area can move into or out

of older structures vacated by financially better-off purchasers of new

housing. When rates of new housing construction are too low or costs for

new housing are too high to accommodate demand, the rate o±' vacation of

older structures slows, prices for these structures stay higher, and low

and moderate income families are caught in a housing squeeze.

If the rate of new housing construction rapidly accelerates, as it

did for a few years around the start of this decade, the rate of neighborhood

abandonment in older areas accelerates as the older structures are vacated

in favor of newer ones.
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The housing system is sensitive, therefore, to the emphasis and

fluctuation of national housing policy and communities are benefited or

affected adversely by the results.

The combination of Fl-IA mortgage guarantees, income tax interest

deductions, market investments in the commercial housing industry, and

the search by lenders for safe, high yields have led to a heavy emphasis

in U.S. housing policy upon the construction of new housing in out lying

areas on the urban periphery for middle and upper income persons.

This policy is now called in to question by several major forces

compelling a re-examination and re-direction of our traditional approaches

to urban development:

a) The pressing need to evolve more energy-conservative patterns

of urban development;

b) The adoption in recent years.primarily out of desires for environ--

mental protection, of a new generation of community controls, standards,

and incentives regarding development;

c) The dramatically changed demographic structure of the country

as a result of lower birth and fertility rates;

d) The rising costs of materials and of money leading to much

higher costs for housing. This is placing the familiar single family home
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out of the reach of many and is leading to more and more multi- family

construction; and

e) The changing patterns of development in the country's urban and

rural areas and among the major regions of the country.

A National Urban Growth Policy must attempt to balance Federal

policies and programs so that they do not engender inadvertent and harmful

consequences for the communities and regions of the country.

This calls for a policy which balances the growing pressures for

conserving such costs in existing urban infrastructure against legitimate

needs for new community development and housing.

The U. S. will have to continue to rely for the construction of much

of its new housing and commercial and industrial developments upon the

incremental decisions of developers. But state and local governments will

more and more attempt to establish controls, standards, and incentives

to insure that incremental development is consistent with our new-found

needs to control energy demand and protect the environment.

In pursuit of these same objectives, new incentives will probably

have to be developed to conserve and modernize much of the established

urban infrastructure rather than, as in the past, abandoning it for newly

constructed duplicative facilities in outlying areas.

Our need to develop new domestic supplies of energy and certain

raw materials will also prompt new developments in sparsely populated

rural regions.
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All of these eventualities create the need to maintain incentives

to encourage alternatives to incremental development.

Pre-serviced, packaged land development, sometimes at a large

scale, will probably be an important element in our future urban develop-

ment needs.

The installation of services and utilities in advance of development

and the construction of more diversified and balanced communities than

tract developments provide a needed supplemental avenue for:

a) Innovating in the design of energy-conservative urban develop-

ments;

b) Innovating in approaches to the provision and design of housing,

public services, and community technologies;

c) Innovating in the design of communities with minimum adverse

environmental consequences and desirable land use patterns;

d) Innovating in improving the viability of transit alternatives to

the auto;

e) Innovating in the provision of housing outside the central city for

low and moderate income families;

f) Innovating in achieving long-run cost savings for streets,

utilities, and services;

g) Innovating in public governance and public finance;
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h) Innovating in the renovation of old urban core areas and neighbor-

hoods; and

i) Innovating in the development o.! communities in sparsely popu-

lated areas likely to be impacted by new resource development.

These and other specific needs can be met through experimentation

with pre-serviced, packaged development. Such developments need not be

the comprehensive" New Communities" envisioned under Title VII nor need

they be part of an over-all national urban growth policy. Rather, they may

resemble the packaged, pre-serviced developments envisioned under the

earlier Title IV and Title X programs.

2.	 The original expectations concerning a New Communities strategy as

part of a National Urban Growth Policy were probably excessive and

partially unrealistic

Just prior to passage of the Urban Growth and New Community

Development Act of 1970, there grew a conviction that many of the economic,

social, and environment ills of the country could be met through massive

construction of new communities.

While a welter of prestigious reports reinforced this search for

a panacea to problems in both urban and rural areas of the country, the

well-spring for much of the substance in the Urban Growth and New

Community Act of 1970 came from the Report of the National Committee on
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Urban Growth Policy in 1969. The contents of the statute, summarized

earlier in this report, derive directly from that document.

The Committee called for financial assistance from the Federal

government to 'enable the creation of 100 new communities averaging

100, 000 population each and 10 new communities of at least one million

in population".

The Committee was silent on the costs involved in such an under-

taking, but it did indicate that even an effort of this magnitude would

it	
only 20 percent of the anticipated population grouth in the

United States" over the next 30 years.

Some of the fundamental premises of these and similar proposals

were in error:

" Rural in-migration to the cities was not at that time and is no

longer a significant problem for the cities and its significance will continue

to wane;

o National population growth rates are far lower than anticipated

just that short while ago;

, The lagging regions of the country of just a few decades ago are

now among the fastest growing while the formerly dominant northeastern

and industrial midwestern regions are suffering from economic decline

and substantial out-migration;
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" The need for conserving energy, materials, and capital have

given new importance to the conservation of existing urban infrastructure

and housing as a vital element in any national urban growth policy;

" The urban growth patterns of the U. S. are changing. Medium-

sized metropolitan areas (Less than 2,000, 000, but more than 500, 000) are

accounting for more of the urban population growth relatively and absolutely

than the largest metropolitan areas;

" Rural growth patterns are changing, too, now that the worst of

the out-migration is behind us. New growth centers and new patterns oC

economic development are now occurring which make some of the proposals

for rural development advanced in the 1960' s irrelevant.

It was not realistic to anticipate that wholesale construction of

new communities throughout the United States provided a viable answer

to so many of our social, economic, and physical problems.

The financial resources required for such an effort and the protracted

time involved in bringing about such developments did not offer a practicable

answer.

The population of the United States is re-distributing itself once

again. Formerly lagging regions such as the South have now become the

major growth regions. Population growth in many of the largest metro-

politan centers has declined considerably while medium-sized metropolitan

areas in many regions of the country are expanding.




